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Abstract
One possibility that the Internet gives us is to create
graphical virtual worlds that give the participants an
experience of being present at a virtual location and
interact with other people there. We argue that new
methods for design and development are needed for
creating virtual worlds. This paper reports on a design
project where the goal was to create a virtual world for
academic interaction. In the project we explored an
alternative design approach where physical models in
Lego were utilized. Our conclusions are that virtual world
design can benefit from concepts and methods from other
design principles but also needs to adhere to the unique
characteristics of the medium, and that the use of physical
models has both advantages and drawbacks but can be
beneficial to the design process. We also make an
observation regarding the possibilities for virtual worlds
as platforms for learning activities.

1. Introduction
As the use of computers changes so do the applications
and the systems. Some of the most influential perspectives
on computer use has historically been as a mathematical
engine, a data/information engine in administrative
systems, a personalized tool to support the competence of
a skilled worker, as an autonomous agent capable of
learning, helping and giving advise and as mediator of
human-to-human interaction [12], [20].
Today computers are more than tools used to perform
mainly administrative work or complex calculations. We
are experiencing a demand for systems with other values
than pure functionality and rationality, systems where
aspects such as experience, satisfaction and imagination
are pivotal [14]. An example of such systems is virtual
worlds (VWs). The defining characteristic of VWs is that
the people who use the system perceive themselves to be
situated within them. The environment generated by the
system encloses the participants and practices involved
more evidently than traditional information systems.
We believe that both the design and the use of these
systems are different to that of traditional information
systems. First, the design objective is an information
system of non-traditional character. A traditional
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information system is often experienced as a tool to be
used in certain situations and as a medium that makes it
possible to communicate with people. VWs are
experienced more like places and the users feel
themselves to be enclosed in something that they do not
automatically perceive as a system but rather as a place
[4]. We believe that the characteristics required of VWs
will be different than those of traditional information
systems. Second, the design process must be adjusted
since the development of VWs does not translate into the
steps conducted to develop systems by using traditional
design methods. This situation brings with it many new
design issues and there are reasons to believe that
traditional systems design will have to be complemented
with alternative methods in order to better understand and
design VWs.
This paper reports on a design project where the goal
was to create a VW for academic interaction such as
meetings, group discussions, presentations and lectures. In
doing this, an alternative design approach was chosen in
which a physical model in Lego was used as the base for
our design1. The intentions in the project were both to try
out an alternative design approach, eg. a model-based
approach, and to test possibilities for VWs as learning
environments. This paper covers the initial design phases.
We will present our project and the ideas behind the
approach. The focus of the paper is on the analysis of
designing VWs by using models. To outline the
characteristics of the design process we compare it to
disciplines such as systems design, architecture and fine
arts. This paper should be seen as a project report from
two of the four participating designers. We have collected
material such as logs, drawings, photos, screen captures
etc. from the process but the report is mainly based on our
own reflections and analysis of the design process.

2. Virtual worlds
To address the special conditions of designing
computer systems that are places (or places that are
computer systems) we will rely on a shared view of VWs
and what some of the characteristics of the technology
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involved are. This section aims at offering a brief
orientation into VW systems.

2.1. Characteristics of virtual worlds
We will use the term virtual worlds to denote the
phenomenon of a virtual space in which you can perform
activities of different kind. VWs can differ substantially in
terms of purpose and design. Nevertheless, there are four
basic features that are found in what we define as VWs.
First, all VWs support the feeling of presence. By
presence we mean that the system allows for a feeling of
being at the same place as other users of the system
although residing at different locations physically. This
means that the system must give the users an environment
that they can attribute a sense of place to. According to
Markham [15] it does not take very much to make users
think of a VW as a place, but graphical systems tend to
evoke the feeling of presence more intuitively than textbased systems.
Second, all VWs offer the possibility to interact with
other people. A VW is thus distinct from a single-user,
three-dimensional virtual environment that also evokes a
sense of presence in a place but where you are alone. The
purpose of a VW is typically closely connected to the
possibility for interaction with other people. Although a
VW is a place without physical substance it is a place
where real people meet and engage in activities that have
real consequences [11].
A third characteristic of all VWs is that they are
sustained over time. When you exit a world it will still be
there and things will continue to happen in your absence.
In this sense, network computer games such as Quake are
not VWs, since they are sustained only for the duration of
the gaming session. There are, however, other games like
Ultima Online that are sustained over time, and thus
qualify as VWs.
Our fourth and final criteria is that there has to be some
kind of representation of users and objects in the
environment, so that you know when you are in the
presence of others, if there are any objects there etc. This
implies that the system is based on some kind of spatial
metaphor since you need a place in which to represent
bodies and objects. The way space is conceptualized can,
however, differ substantially from the physical world.
This excludes e.g. a web site from being a VW.

2.2. Different types of virtual environments
One popular form of virtual worlds is the MUD/MOO
type of system where the environments are described to
the participants in written text as they move around. These
systems can have objects described in text that
participants can pick up, use and put down somewhere

else. In text-based systems the participants have the
freedom to individually construct their view of the
environment and therefore the perception of the context
may differ considerably between participants. There are
possibilities to express both feelings and facial
expressions in text-based environments. Abbreviations,
acronyms, emoticons and activity descriptions all aim at
enhancing the feeling of co-presence of the people that
interact. Research has shown that the interaction in these
environments can be very complex and intricate from
sociological and psychological viewpoints [6], [20].
The text-based worlds are still widely used and popular
but lately they have received competition from graphical
worlds in which both presence and interaction is
considered to be more direct and intuitive. We attribute
this mainly to the fact that a graphical representation of a
space is more directly perceived as a shared place while
the text-based environments have to be read, interpreted
and imagined. It can, however, be argued that text
representations lead to a richer perception of an
environment just as a place described in a book often is
perceived as more vivid than seeing the place on screen if
the book is made into a movie.
Graphical VWs can take many forms. They can be
two-dimensional like The Palace or Worlds Away where
every room is an image and the graphical representations
of the participants and objects are images superimposed
on the background. There are also three-dimensional
worlds where you can navigate your avatar through an
Euclidean space viewed from a first-person perspective
like Active Worlds or Blaxxun. The experience of a textbased VW is considerably different from that of a
graphical one, and two- and three-dimensional worlds are
also conceptually different.

2.3. Characteristics of Active Worlds
One of the most popular VW systems is Active Worlds
(AW). It consists of over six hundred different worlds in
the main universe and more than a hundred worlds in a
special universe dedicated to educational activities2. The
vastness of the AW universe is not matched in terms of
population. The number of simultaneous participants vary
depending on the time of day in different areas of the
globe but normally stays between a hundred and a couple
of hundred participants.
On the first visit to AW you start out as a tourist and
have restricted possibilities regarding building,
communicating and choice of avatar. To become a citizen
you must register and pay an annual fee. You can also buy
a world of your own. As a world owner you can control
2
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some of the features of the world and control what other
participants can do in the world.
When you first launch the AW browser (see fig. 1) you
will by default be placed in a world called The Gate from
which you can reach all the other worlds. To communicate
with others you type messages in a dialogue box. Your
message is then displayed above the head of your avatar
and in a text window.

3.1. Using a model
The American architect Frank O. Gehry served as an
important inspiration in our way of handling the
assignment. When Gehry and his team of architects
designed the magnificent Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao
(see fig. 2), they did not make use of any blueprints in the
design process. Instead they made an elaborate wooden
model of the building

Figure 1. The user interface of the AW browser.
What separates AW from similar systems is the ease in
which participants can build things. Building is done
interactively by using the mouse to select, move,
duplicate, or delete objects. Each world has a limited
number of objects to choose from. To create an instance
of any of these objects you make a copy of an existing
object and rename it to the name of the object you need.
New objects and avatars can be constructed and made
available in the world only by the world owner.

3. Constructing Confuse
In the spring of 1999, the Swedish Polygon Company
(a group created exclusively for this project) was
commissioned by the Department of Informatics at Umeå
University to design a virtual conference center for
presentations, discussions and meetings of academic
nature. Previously, the department had used the twodimensional Palace system but wanted to see if a threedimensional environment could extend the possibilities
and add to the experience of being at a seminar or
participate in a meeting.
The project group consisted of four researchers from
the department who all have their formal education in
systems design. Besides engaging in the design project,
the participants also conducted research activities
connected to the project. Besides this paper, the project
has also resulted in a paper by Croon Fors & Jakobsson
[4] called “Beyond Use and Design”, which focuses on
the experiential aspect of the project from a
phenomenological perspective.

Figure 2. The Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao. (Source:
<http://www.GreatBuildings.com>.)
What Gehry’s group did was to go from a physical
model through a virtual model to finally end up with a
physical building. The unusual thing about this process is
that they skipped the step of blueprints. The CAD system
could produce all the measurements the contractors
needed to produce the building material and assemble the
building, and the architects felt that the sketches and the
physical model was all the support they needed in the
design process.
The idea of going directly from sketches to a virtual
model was, however, not even considered. Architects, car
designers etc. all view scale models as a very important
part of the design process. We decided to use physical
modeling in order to try out an alternative approach to
systems design. However, we stopped at the second step
going from a physical model to a virtual environment
without taking the third step back to the physical.
One thing to take into consideration before using a
model as the base for design is which material to use for
the model. Depending on the material, the model will look
very different and that might influence the design. Both

possibilities and restraints will have to be taken into
consideration since the model will play such an important
role in the first attempts to create a design that is both
attractive and useful.
The choice of Lego as suitable material for building the
model was based on three assumptions. First, it is a
material that is commonly known and something that is
easy to handle. Most people recognize it and know how to
use it. The enjoyment in our design team was evident
when it came to building the models, and one reason was
the material itself that contributed to creativity in that it
was so easy to handle. Second, Lego is also very suitable
for work that requires repeated change and iteration since
it can be reconfigured as many times as necessary without
any considerable effort. Third, Lego is very cheap
compared to other materials and it is fairly easy to get
hold of.

to be very difficult and the group decided to return to the
physical realm to try out the design in Lego. After
building it in Lego we implemented it in the VW. By
building a model we could rapidly try out different
solutions and we got an unambiguous reference to where
the building blocks should go once we were inside the
VW.
After building the object yard we decided that it would
be good to design and build a small building purely for
training purposes. We called this building Four Rooms,
simply because we were four designers in the group and
each of us designed one room in the building. To get a
sense of the scale of the model, we used chess pieces3 as
stand-ins for the avatars in the lego models (see fig. 4).

3.2. Learning by designing
Rather than beginning right away with the design of the
conference center we decided to start out with a few
smaller tasks to prepare ourselves. First we chose to build
an object yard. Most AW free building worlds have object
yards to show what building blocks are available to
choose from in that particular world. The purpose of
building the object yard was also to get a chance to
practice our modeling and building skills on a smaller
construction.

Figure 4. Some overview snapshots of Four Rooms
including Simpsons chess pieces that served as our
physical representations.

Figure 3. Sketch of the object yard.
Like Gehry’s group, we started out by making sketches
of the object yard (see fig. 3). At first we tried to build the
object yard without modeling it in Lego first. This proved

Apart from increasing our understanding of the
correlation between model and building, Four Rooms also
gave us valuable training in how to navigate in the VW.
We found that the secret to successful building lay in the
positioning of the avatar. It is crucial to position the
objects correctly in relation to each other in order to
3
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achieve seamless transition between the objects and
coherence with the models. To be able to do this one has
to have a view of the place where a new object is to be
added that reveals any positioning mistakes. It can be
especially hard to get the vertical alignment correct since
the gravitation does not affect the objects and since it is
hard to see from above if an object rests on the ground or
floats a few centimeters above the ground. Sometimes the
best position of the avatar is to be immersed into the
ground, with only the head sticking up. It took a few
sessions for the design team to learn to navigate and
position themselves effectively and thus be able to
concentrate on their building tasks and in helping each
other.
One problem with the model was that there was only
one of it, and we were four people that wanted to build
from four different locations. We were also hesitant to
move the model around for fear of breaking it. If we had
had a blueprint we could have copied it but a Lego model
is far less easy to duplicate. Our solution was to take a
series of snapshots of the model with a digital camera. We
took seventeen pictures of Four Rooms from different
angles and put them on the web so that the whole design
team could have an easy access to them from any location.
One problem with the snapshots was that although we had
taken pictures from several angles and mixed overview
images with close-ups, we still sometimes had trouble
making out exactly what the model looked like from the
snapshots.
Another problem we encountered in this phase of the
project was that the system did not allow the density of
objects in the vertical plane that we needed to be able to
recreate the lego model. To solve this we had to construct
special pieces of virtual Lego that could substitute several
ordinary lego objects. The Four Rooms phase of our
project ended with an evaluation and a summary of our
experiences to be used in the design of the conference
center.

3.3. Design for learning
After completing Four Rooms we were ready for the
main task of our project, the conference center. This time
we skipped the sketching phase, feeling that the Lego
filled the purpose of that stage as well. Instead we started
out with physical modeling in Lego.
This time we used four building plates4 instead of one,
in order to facilitate for a more spacious design. Each
designer was designated their own area of the conference
center, but all work was done in close contact with the
others so that the design would appear consistent and
harmonious. To arrange for this we had moved all
4
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necessary equipment to a vacant lab in an adjacent
building. We did, however, still take snapshots of the
conference center model in order to be able to work from
other locations and to document the model.

Figure 5. Four Rooms in Lego at the top and virtually
implemented below.
In our design of Four Rooms we had decided to finish
the physical model and then implement an exact virtual
replica (see fig. 5), but this had been perceived as
constraining by the designers and in order to improve the
situation we decided to take another approach. When we
designed the conference center, we made only a general
outline in Lego and then started the virtual
implementation right away. Instead of finishing the
physical model we switched back and forth between the
model and its virtual counterpart. We also used the model
more for trying out particular concepts rather than
incrementally making a full model. When one part was

designed and implemented, the corresponding part of the
model was torn down and the pieces were used
somewhere else. When we took away the rules regarding
how and when to use the Lego, the individual designers
adopted their own personal approaches. These varied from
making a conceptual model in Lego and then doing most
of the work in AW, to doing a large number of iterations
and reconstruct the model to visualize and physically try
out alternative solutions. There were also differences in
whether to use the model to test color schemes as well as
form, or to build the model in any colors available and
leave the coloring decisions to the virtual implementation
phase.

Figure 6. The conference center.
Today phase two is completed (see fig. 6) and the
conference center has been used a few times but there are
still many phases of further development to follow. Some
of the things we would like to add are advanced media
integration, customized avatars and bots etc. We also
believe that the building should be developed further, but
we are increasingly unsure if that is a task that belongs to
the design group or if that should be considered a natural,
and perhaps even essential, part of participating in the
world5.

4. Debriefing Confuse
Two things that stood out in our project were the way we
were influenced by a wide range of design traditions in
our development process, and the fundamental way that
the models we used impacted the project. We will now
look a little closer at these parts.

4.1. Virtual world design approaches
Most theories for design of VWs have a historical
heritage to the concept of cyberspace as introduced by
5
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science fiction writer William Gibson in the novel
Neuromancer [9]. He envisioned a data space that one
could connect interface directly to the brain and then
interact with the information as geometrically defined
objects. Also, theories by Benedikt, [2] and Novak [16]
emphasize the interaction with data rather than between
people, and presuppose systems that are more sensoryimmerse than the desktop virtual reality of AW.
Most of the people engaged in the construction of
theories for design of VWs have their background in
traditional architecture, fine arts and design or computing
science and systems development. These three groups
tend to look at VWs in different ways. The architects see
them as new places to fill with architectural constructs, the
artists see a new medium for artistic expression and the
computer people look at them as advanced distributed
information and communication systems.
Depending on the perspective, different issues tend to
dominate the discussions between the designers. We
believe that artists and technicians will think and talk
about the VW as a space while architects to a greater
degree will think about it as a place. Architecture can be
seen as the conversion of spaces into places, which
probably will make them transfer the concept of place to
the virtual sphere. We think that this is an essential
ingredient of successful VW design but there are also
dangers connected to the architect perspective. Perhaps
the greatest one is to try to transfer too much from the
physical to the virtual. That can result in solutions that
simply mimic physical architecture and as a consequence
import physical limitations and constraints. Just as
architects, we used sketches and models to explore how
wide staircases should be, how the rooms should connect
etc. but our approach differed substantially from
architecture in many other aspects.
In our project we found that the participants discussed
aesthetical issues much more than we had anticipated. The
color and shape of the environment affected the
participants strongly, and we decided to add some
sculptures to make the environment less sterile. This
shows how the artist perspective is important. Again
references to traditions, in this case photography, painting,
film etc., can enhance the design, while there is a risk of
overlooking the unique aspects of the new medium.
During the project, we frequently had to come up with
technical solutions to overcome inherent limitations in the
system we were using. In physical architecture the
demands posed on the construction by the environment is
most of the time known in advance. In contrary to this, the
technological environment of VWs is more opaque and
restrictions tend to reveal themselves during the
construction process rather than being known in advance.
While the lego models made us think less about technical
constraints during the early design stages, we found that
technical considerations totally permeated our project as

we started to work with the virtual implementation.
Although the technological foundation of the AW system
is hidden from the participants, technical constraints shine
through frequently in all aspects of designing in the
worlds. A design team without anyone with technological
knowledge is doomed to only be able to take advantage of
a small subset of the possibilities that exist. This does of
course not mean that the skills needed cannot be acquired.
We also found that our training as information system
designers contributed to our efforts. In our work we
adopted a method very close to that of prototyping [1], [5]
in that we changed our design continuously and tried out
ideas in a quick and easy manner by using the Lego. In
this case the prototyping entailed switching back and forth
between modeling and building, a procedure that would
have been impossible if it had been a physical building we
were constructing. The iterative character of the process
proved to be fruitful. This approach allows exploration
and reconstruction in a manner that we found especially
important when designing in a new medium.

4.2. On the use of models
There were two main purposes for using a model when
designing the system. First, we wanted to know how
something would look before we built it, and second we
wanted the group to collaborate in the design process. To
some extent we got the effects that we initially had hoped
for. The model visualized our design concepts and did
make explicit what was not yet constructed. In this sense,
the model made the design process less abstract.
Furthermore, the model was used when discussing certain
aspects of the design. The model made it easier to focus
discussions of the whole group around a specific aspect.
Finally, the model encouraged us to continuously
reconstruct and re-evaluate different design solutions. As
designers, we were able to try out alternatives in an easy
way and there are reasons to believe that this resulted in a
more carefully considered design.
The use of the model shifted considerably during the
design process. In the initial phase of the process the
model proved to be of great importance and was used
extensively by the design team. In the design of Four
Rooms we started to understand the correlation between
the model and its virtual counterpart and hence gained a
better undestanding of how to use the model. It proved to
be considerably harder to control your avatar in Active
Worlds compared to the way in which we used the chess
pieces in the physical model. For example, our focus on
the physical model had made us build staircases and
corridors that were too narrow to be easily used by the
avatars. The use of the model also gave the design other
characteristic features, like buildings without roofs for
instance. It is very hard to do interior design in the scale

1:30 if the model building has a roof. This did, however,
turn out to be a benign feature since it is actually
beneficial to not have roofs on virtual buildings. Then the
participants can use the “god’s eye view” without the roof
coming between the vantage point and the avatars.
In the later phase of the project and in the actual design
of the conference center, we used the model in a more
flexible way. We switched back and forth between the
physical model and the virtual counterpart. Most
advantages of the model were found when using it for
trying out different solutions and particular concepts.
Even though the model was relatively small and consisted
of a limited set of objects it proved to be helpful when
used in a flexible way and in close relation to the virtual
implementation.
Besides the advantages we experienced, the model also
had its drawbacks. The model did not meet our
expectations when it came to creating a feeling for the
virtual counterpart. As mentioned above, we had problems
in designing for example staircases and corridors in an
appropriate way. Visually we had an understanding of the
object, but the feeling of the physical model did not
correspond to the virtual counterpart. The ability to move
around inside the building gave us a totally new
experience that could not be achieved by using physical
chess pieces inside the physical lego building. This forced
us to reconstruct parts of the buildings inside the VW. The
flexible nature of the model also made it hard to decide at
what stage to stop modeling. This problem was partly
solved by constantly switching from the physical model to
its virtual counterpart during the later phase of the project.
Another problem we encountered was the documentation
of the process. Blueprints are easy to distribute and file
for back-up and archival purposes. A model does not lend
itself to these procedures. Although we made photographs
of the models, there was no way to fully document the
model and keep up with all revisions. The more we
learned how to make good use of the modeling material,
the more ephemeral the design process became.
We also find it to be significant that we decided to
move into a lab together for the second phase of our
project. While VWs in general tend to advocate
interaction and collaboration over distances, the physical
model re-introduced a need for physical proximity.
Finally, we found that the model by being physical, also
favors solutions that adhere to physical constraints. It is
for instance hard to build a lego model that does not
adhere to the law of gravity.
There are good reasons to believe that both the purpose
and the use of the model will have implications on the
design process as well as the result. Therefore, we find it
important not only to be flexible when constructing the
model, but also to be open minded in the way the model is
used and the way in which the design team relates to it.

4.3. On the use of Lego
Besides the model, we also made observations related
to the specific material that we used – Lego. We found
that the material itself had major implications on the
design and the way in which it was carried out by the
participants. During this project we have not come across
anyone who does not know what Lego is. To most people
it seems to evoke feelings connected to play, joy and
childhood. The material was fun to work with in that it is
very easy to make changes and try out different ideas. The
strongest inscribed feature in Lego is that of building and
construction. The effect of that is that everybody who
visits our world recognizes that it is made of Lego, and
gets the impulse to build something. Thus, the
environment is perceived as expandable and unfinished.
We believe that this is a feature that should be explored
further and that it can be beneficial in situations where
creative activity and collaboration is desired.
From a technological standpoint we notice that Lego
translates easily into virtual objects. Very few polygons
are needed to generate a box shape that makes the objects
easy to render for the system and because of its modular
and generic characteristics, it is possible to build almost
anything based on a rather limited set of different objects.
There is, however, a limit to the freedom of expression
using this material. It was obvious that the characteristics
of the material did influence the environment and the
apprehension of it considerably. No matter what you
build, people will recognize it as being based on Lego.
This seems to put people in a somewhat playful mood that
can be disturbing in a teaching situation. The blocky
structure of Lego and its few characteristically bright
colors also puts severe restrictions on the aesthetic
possibilities. One way to address these shortcomings is to
make the virtual blocks available in a wider range of hues
and perhaps with different textures. It would also be
possible to offer virtual objects that were shaped
differently than the Lego pieces, but in doing so, we
would also create a gap between what can be modeled and
what can be built.
Our experiences of the modeling approach show us that
there are many things to take into consideration. Not only
is the way in which the model is used important to
consider and evaluate. The choice of material in the model
seem to be of great importance since it will influence both
the design process and the final experience of the created
environment.

brought to the design. In addition to this, we have outlined
an iterative and model-based approach that can be
considered useful when designing VWs. We would like to
conclude our paper by taking a look at possible research
to conduct beyond this point. The first is a call for a new
perspective for the design of VWs and the second
concerns an observation regarding a possible use for
VWs.

5.1. A new theoretical perspective
We acknowledge the importance of all the abovementioned perspectives on design of VWs, but there is
more to it than just mixing ingredients from existing
traditions. Partially based on Heim [10] we argue that
VWs are something fundamentally new and that the
underlying principle for VWs is one of interaction
between people.
One central issue in VW design is how much realism
should be used, or to put it another way, how similar the
VWs should be to the physical world. A quick tour of the
existing worlds in the AW universe shows that many of
them have a strong emphasis on simulating physical
architecture that often leads to worlds that are poorly
designed from an interaction perspective. Examples of
such poor design are worlds with roads although there are
no cars - or even a need for cars. At the same time, there is
a need for some degree of realism in order to make the
environment somewhat intuitively understandable for the
participants.
Rather than trying to theorize about how to make use of
the unique properties of the medium but still keep some
degree of realism, we believe that the understanding of
this blend has to evolve from an inside view of the
interaction in these worlds [11]. We believe that the
research conducted on the interaction in VWs should be
the foundation for a new theoretical perspective on design
of VWs [4], [6], [12], [15], [17], [18] and [19]. This
perspective would be based on the understanding of
interaction between people in networked environments.
One problem with this research is that it often lacks
clear connections to design implications. The new
perspective would have to attempt to bridge the gap
between understanding the being in VWs and
understanding how to design them. In this context we
believe that our exploration of new design methods is a
small step towards that goal.

5.2. Learning environments

5. Beyond Confuse
Based on the project we have been able to draw
conclusions both regarding the general use of models in
VW design and the implications one particular material

When it comes to using Confuse as a learning
environment, we have found that the best results are
achieved if you recognize that VWs are inherently
different from traditional forums for teaching and

learning. In a VW you should not expect people to keep
quiet long enough for someone to deliver an extensive
speech, nor should you expect people to stand still for a
long period of time. The text based communication
interface supports discussions much better than speeches,
and the best way to prepare a lecture is to simply take this
into account and try to convey what you have to say in the
form of a conversation.
VWs are also made for movement and construction. If
you do not make use of these characteristics the
participants will lose the feeling of being there and the
interaction gets degraded into lines of text scrolling by in
a window on a screen. If you on the other hand succeed in
engaging the participants in interaction rather than just
communication, you can tap into possibilities that are
unique to the medium.
We believe that there are possible connections between
learning paradigms such as the constructivist approach to
learning [8] and situated learning [3] and the possibility to
infinitely reconstruct the environment in VWs which
enforces the view of collaborative learning as an on-going
process in that the system does not only mediate
knowledge, but actually invites the users to practice their
knowledge together in a direct way. These connections
have also been considered by Dickey [7] but there is much
more work to do before we can fully realize the potentials
of VWs as learning environments.
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